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AUTISM – SAMMY 

Email dated: 5/5/14, - 8:41AM 

Hi Mr. Knutson,...I wanted to share this special day with you. My grandson, Sammy just spoke 
his first sentence this morning!!! 
 
He said, "It's no big deal" in response to what his Mom had said to him. Sammy is 8 yrs. young 
now. Your product, Double Helix Water was used for Sammy and joins in his healing! 
 
With much love and respect to all of you, especially from Sammy. 
 
Will pass this on to other's. 
 
Keep up the good work! 
Much Appreciation, 
Suzanne 
 
Email dated: 5/5/14, - 10:48AM 

Thank you Jon! 
 
My daughter Nancy would be more accurate, but last Spring she gave Sammy the water for the 
first time. Sammy, if you remember had gotten flu like symptoms, body aches, had a hard time 
walking at that first try. My daughter spoke with you and a homeopathic doctor that had seen 
Sammy in the past.....You both said the same thing,...the remedy had worked and Sammy had 
possibly an overload release of toxins. 
 
Nancy waited a while and then as directed by you, started very gradually mixing it in a gallon of 
distilled water. So, I would guess that he has been getting the Helix water for 6-8 months, with 
increasing dosages.  
 
The Double Helix Water was so important in Sammy's healing process, because as you may 
know children with autism only eat and drink certain foods sometimes. This remedy she was 
able to give to him consistently; it has no taste.  So helpful!! Mom's need a lot of help with 
autistic children. 
 
Hope you will pass this good news onto the person responsible for creating or discovering 
Double Helix Water with our heartfelt thanks! 
 
We will keep in touch on Sammy's progress.   
 
With Respect, 
Suzanne 
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Email dated: 4/16/15 – 5:09 PM 

Hi Jon,...yes, Nancy's life is very busy right now, but I will forward this to her and hopefully she 
can give you the feedback that I know is so important to you. Sammy has received several 
different healing modalities, but I think Nancy would say that Double Helix Water has played a 
very important part in Sammy progressing so wonderfully! He's talking so much more, he's a 
fine artist, and a computer wiz, loves nature! very happy child! 
 
Our family is so thankful for all this help that so many people contributed to. 
 
Autism very scary, Stephanie Seneff, MIT says by 2025, one in two children will have autism. 
Monsanto's herbicide, glyphosate, is likely a big contributing factor to autism, according to her 
and co-author Anthony Samsel. 
 
Thanks Jon for always being there to help us out when we had questions, it meant so much! 
 
Have a wonderful Spring! 
My Best, 
Suzanne 
 
 
Email dated: 2/4/16 – 11:22 AM 
 
Hi Jon,...thank you very much for thinking of us! I appreciate any and all information that will 
help solve this "puzzle" of autism so children will not suffer any more. 
 
Sammy is doing beyond amazing, making unbelievable progress now daily, weekly. His teachers 
at school are reporting his eye contact and speech are improving so much. In the very near 
future, I will connect with you and give you all the information on autism we have come across, 
including the latest treatment where Sammy is making so much progress. 
 
Will never forget the role Double Helix Water played in Sammy's progress! 
 
Thank You, 
Much Respect 
Suzanne 
 


